LHR SAFETY

PUSH POLE HAND TOOL

The push pole is designed to reduce hand and finger injuries by avoiding pinch points and other hand-related safety issues while working with suspended loads. Opposing hooks grab slings and taglines to help maneuvering of cable sling loads. The push pole can also be used to push against flat surfaces, corners or rounded edges of suspended loads or to move pipes and tubulars.

- High visibility color
- Single & dual comfort grips for safety & handling
- Light weight & durable materials for high maneuverability
- Rubber insert tip option for gripping
- Teflon insert tip option for easy sliding
- Tool is non-conductive and has been electrical tested to high line national standards of 75 kilovolts per foot
- Push / Pull Force Rating: Push 600 lbs. / Pull 350 lbs.

HAND SAFETY HOLDING TOOL

This holding tool helps to avoid hand-striking injuries and other hand-related safety issues by keeping hands away from striking objects. It is designed to help hold striking wrenches, large diameter pins and other objects, extending the reach of worker's hands so they're out of danger.

- Kevlar loop that holds objects from 0.75" - 3.5" in diameter
- Constructed of a light weight, durable material
- High visibility orange
- 4" hand guard
- Secure holding due to screw type mechanics
- Tightens and loosens with the turn of the handle
- Fast .75" movement with each turn allows for quick securing and release.
- Sizes: 30" HHST30, 48" HHST48

TAGLINES FOR OVERHEAD LOAD CONTROL

Taglines are specially designed to be a safe alternative to ineffective and hazardous rope. When a crane lifts an object, it can swing into objects around it, into power lines or, by swinging, create hazards to personnel on the ground. Taglines, attached to the load, allow ground personnel to pivot the load as it swings on the crane's hook, so that it doesn't collide with objects around it. Using taglines can eliminate potential hand injuries and unnecessary delays created by out-of-control loads during lifting and moving.

Available in 10", 15", 20", 25", 30", 40" and custom lengths, the taglines are tangle resistant and knot free and feature a high visibility coating to repel corrosive material and be seen in low light situations. They always retain their shape and are easily rolled up for storage.

- High visibility orange coated end for easy safe grip and low light applications
- ANSI standard rebar gate hook rated to 5000 lbs
- Quick attach and release
- High visibility, impact-resistant nylon casing
- Excellent control
- No knots, tangles or cut-offs
- No rope burns
- No trip hazard or risk of being dragged
- Flexible for easy line storage

WEB TLD110 = 10 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 3.3 lbs.
WEB TLD115 = 15 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 4.0 lbs.
WEB TLD120 = 20 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 4.4 lbs.
WEB TLD125 = 25 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 5.5 lbs.
WEB TLD130 = 30 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 6.0 lbs.
WEB TLD140 = 40 ft. Tagline w/ Snaphook – Shipping weight 7.0 lbs.